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Abstract—With the continuous advancement of multimedia technology, multimedia teaching has also posed higher requirements on multimedia playing capabilities. This essay presents the design program for a speaker which could be applied in multimedia classroom to achieve special acoustic effects based on use of the ASP.NET technology. The SQL Server 2005 database technology and Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 technology are combined in the design process. Compared with traditional multimedia speakers, the speak of this program is small, portable, and power-saving, may bring changeable lighting stage effects, could be easily connected to computers, and support playing files stored in U disk and SD card. After the entire program is practically utilized in teaching, it has been found that the system can meet acoustic demand of teachers and students, and improve teaching effectiveness.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of the information age and the improvement of technological levels, the traditional teaching method cannot meet the present educational needs, explaining why audio-visual education has become increasingly popular [1]. Currently, the most common classroom in audio-visual education is multimedia classroom, a modern classroom equipped with multimedia computer, LCD projector, digital video display, the central control system, projection screen, audio equipment, and other devices [2]. Multimedia classroom can demonstrate videos, software presentations to students, mobilize their understanding of knowledge through visual, auditory and manipulative learning [3]. For the delivery of educational content in dentistry, Salajan et al. presented the development and implementation of Dental Procedure Education System, a new Web and wiki-based application which integrates Share Point with wiki-based space technology to use multiple functions of Wiki. The corresponding experimental result shows that this new multimedia teaching can bring students an authoritative source of knowledge and information and contribute to higher teaching effectiveness [4]. Meanwhile, a research team has developed a new interactive multimedia classroom learning system, in which Q&A, whiteboard, video conferencing and VoIP are included. In this system, the user can learn via the Web network system, or engage in interactive learning activities via video and VoIP. This new multimedia teaching system has been recognized by many users [5]. At the same time, studies have shown that the modern multimedia teaching system is also suitable for physical education, because the dynamic process of presenting pictures by multimedia technology can increase the intuitiveness and fun in various teaching links. Compared with the previous single way of outdoor teaching, students tend to select the learning approach which combines multimedia teaching and outdoor classroom [6].

Aerobics, gymnastics, dance and similar courses focus on physical education related to students’ body language [7]. Therefore, teaching of these courses requires a combination of movement and music. For example, audio equipment should be used to strengthen the performance results, create a specific environment and highlight the theme. After analyzing the effect of tone tuning in live performances, Li (2014) considered acoustics as one of the important props to heighten the stage atmosphere and to achieve special intervention effects on physical performance [8].

Although the function and role of multimedia classroom audio equipment are obvious, many schools now are using multimedia classrooms converted from traditional classrooms. During the process of constructing multimedia classrooms, attention has often been paid only to the quality of the computer, whether the speaker is big, and whether the projection is clear. This major drawback is mainly reflected in the design of acoustic environment of multimedia classrooms. According to the survey, most of the multimedia classrooms are crowded now. When the screen is extended, it would cover more than half of the blackboard, and sometimes even to block the speaker. In this case, it is difficult for those students located in a corner of the classroom to clearly hear the sound coming out of the speaker. Besides, they may suffer from echo, fuzzy, blunt sound or some other problems [9]; secondly, the audio equipment in most multimedia classrooms is bulky, not easy to carry, and featured by the single fixed pattern of sound, the failure of additional audio features to meet the desired effect, and long-term accumulation of dust on the equipment next to the computer which would affect the acoustic effect [10].

Therefore, to solve the aforementioned problems, this essay started from the status quo of multimedia technology and physical education, designed a small and portable multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects which can shape colorful, changeable stage lighting effects when loading and playing music; furthermore, the audio device is equipped with a dust cover, a Bluetooth connection port, a USB port, a power connector and a computer interface, and diverse fixed patterns, and could be connected to a computer more conveniently. Through conducting experimental application of this system in the course of aerobics, this study provided a reference for application of multimedia teaching system, development of audio and other equipment, and teaching practices of aerobics.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE MULTIMEDIA TEACHING SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL ACOUSTIC EFFECTS

A. Analysis of System Requirements

Since the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects is mainly used in teaching of aerobics and other physical courses, the system should target at the characteristics of aerobics and realize better effect of sound and lighting, innovative layout templates, expansion of system functions and other features. The system is supposed to not only complete the auxiliary functions in course teaching, but also play a role in curriculum assessment and after-school expansion. The feature of this system in lighting and acoustic effects complies with the requirements of physical teaching. Noticeably, operations of the system include effect display, choice of the template, system update and other acts. Among them, effect display and choice of the template are the core functional requirements which can be achieved by the audio equipment with special acoustic effects. Organizational architecture of the system is demonstrated in Figure 1.

B. Analysis of development technology

The multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects was designed based on B/S architecture, with the ASP.NET technology as the core technology. The SQL Server 2005 database technology and Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 technology are combined in the design process, while CSS and PHP are employed in the program in the program compilation. The server control architecture developed from the ASP.NET technology covers six interior objects, including Application, Session, ViewState, Request, Response, and Server. Through setting up codes, controls, and temporary files, it can generate multiple page instructions, and then form a complete front-end interface via these page instructions.

III. DESIGN OF THE MULTIMEDIA TEACHING SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL ACOUSTIC EFFECTS

A. Design of System Hardware

Hardware foundation for the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects is a portable changeable acoustics available to computers. The audio equipment contains the acoustics itself, control switches, and external interfaces. The inner groove of the acoustics itself is connected with a connecting rod, at the bottom of which there is a fixed hemispherical clump weight with the same diameter of the acoustics itself. The top exterior of the acoustics itself is evenly distributed with 6-15 colored LED lights. Meanwhile, the top of the acoustics itself is connected to the dust cover via a support. Control switches are located in the front of the central part. Along the central back of the acoustics itself from top to bottom, there is a Bluetooth connection port, a USB port, a power connector and a computer interface.

Diagram of the audio equipment with special effects is shown in Figure 2.

As shown in the figure, there are respectively LED lights, a support, a dust cover, the acoustics itself, a pipe buckle, a PA board, a speaker, ear seats, a strut, anti-skid sets, the control switch, a clump weight, a Bluetooth connection port, a USB port, a power connector and a computer interface.

Compared with the existing audio equipment, the portable changeable computer-used acoustics can enhance entertainment, reinforce music aesthetics, offer fixed patterns which tend to be diverse, and can be easily connected with the outside. This audio equipment characterized by more diverse patterns can make use of the clump weight and strut to support the acoustics itself; LED lights can emit bright beams, produce rich lighting effects after the beams are refracted from the reflective
material at the dust cover’s inner wall, and thereby achieve full demonstration of multimedia effects. The PA board in the acoustics body can amplify the sound from the speaker, maintain a better sound effect, and meet the needs of teaching. In order to keep the system open, the acoustics itself can be connected to an external device via the Bluetooth port, USB port and computer interface, to achieve update of internal resources and expansion of function; after the acoustics is connected to an external device, music in the external device can be played in the acoustics.

B. Design of operating system

The special acoustics design of this study uses embedded operating system, referred to as EOS. Embedded system is an application-centric system based on computer technology which allows reduction of hardware and software and is suitable for dedicated computers of which the application system has requirements on functionality, reliability, cost, size and power consumption [11]. Embedded system generally consists of an embedded processor, related support hardware and an embedded software system, becoming a "device" which is composed of hardware and software and can work independently. The Linux embedded operating system mainly consists of three parts: the kernel, service programs and applications. Its structure is shown in Figure 3.

As demonstrated in Figure 3 shows, the Linux embedded operating system, application for the audio equipment with special effects in this study includes:

(1) Kernel

The kernel is the core program to control the embedded system, and the interface between abstract resources and specific hardware. It implements memory management, file management, as well as program running and scheduling run. At the same time, it is responsible for receiving and sending data packets via the network, accepting user commands and executing accordingly. Efficiency and stability of the kernel program directly affect operation of the entire system.

(2) Service programs

Service programs allow interoperation between applications and the kernel, receive commands from the user and send them to the kernel for execution. These programs include the Shell Command Interpreter, the system for connecting graphical users to the window, kernel programming interface and other system programs.

(3) Applications

Applications are interfaces for the user to interact with the embedded system, and can be divided into two major categories: utilities and user programs. Utilities provide the user with commonly used commands or functions, including editing, filter and interactive program, while user programs are written to accomplish specific functions.

C. Advanced Bootloader of the Linux embedded operating system

The program launcher, Bootloader in this study [12] involves two stages in the starting process, namely: stage 1 and stage 2. Stage 1 is usually implemented in assembly language. Flowchart of the operation of Bootloader is shown in Figure 4.

It can be seen from Figure 4 that stage 1 and stage 2 for Bootloader’s starting process respectively include: (1) Initializing basic hardware devices, including inhibiting interrupt, setting the CPU clock frequency, closing the instruction cache and data cache. (2) Preparing RAM space for loading stage 2. (3) Copying stage 2 into RAM; (4) Setting the stack pointer. (5) Jumping to the beginning of stage 2.

Stage 2 is usually implemented in C language in the following operations: (1) Initializing hardware devices to be used in this stage, including initializing the serial port, timer and so on. (2) Detecting memory map of the system. (3) Loading the kernel image and root file system into RAM. (4) Setting the kernel boot parameters. (5) Using the kernel.
IV. INTERFACE DESIGN OF THE PORTABLE AUDIO MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

The window interface control module controls terminal playing software of the entire network-based audio system, connections of the server, downloading of files, music playing and other functions.

A. System Programming

Some programs of the system are as follows:

1. Headers:
   - <minigui/minigui. h>: <minigui/common. h> and <minigui/window. h> are the headers that should be included in all MiniGUI applications. minigui. h contains definition of the global and universal function to access E1 and some miscellaneous functions; common. h involves definition of macros and data types commonly used in MiniGUI; and window. h defines window-related macros, data types, data structures and window functions.

   Use of GDI functions and MiniGUI application of controls must also include two other commonly used headers: <minigui/gdi. h> and <minigui/contr01. h>.

2. Program entry

   The entry point for a C program is the main function, and the entry point for a MiniGUI program is MiniGUIMain-111MiniGUIMain. The main function has already been defined in MiniGUI, and therefore can use the MiniGUIMain function during the initialization of some of MiniGUI. Therefore, the entry point of each MiniGUI application (no matter server-side mginit or client application) is the MiniGUIMain function.

B. Interface design module

The interface design module mainly completes design of the system login interface and application interface, including design of the main window, design of the configuration window, design of the menu, etc. Interface design is finished by function call with high efficiency.

1. Innovative layout template

   Information Name: Innovative layout template
   Information Data Type: struct
   Information Format: struct
   Information Source: interface design template
   Information Description: Innovative layout template on which establishment of the main window relies

2. Handle of information disseminated to the window

   Information Name: Handle of information disseminated to the window
   Information Data Type: int
   Information Format: HWND
   Information Source: interface design templates
   Information Description: Handle of information disseminated to the window

3. Handle of the created main window

   Information Name: Handle of the created main window
   Information Data Type: int
   Information Format: HWND
   Information Source: interface design templates
   Information Description: Handle of the main window created by the main function

4. Description of main functions:

   CreateMainWindowIndirect(): This function is the main window function;
   Createmenu(): This function is the function to create menu;
   Create-play-coolbar(): This function is the function for setting playing controls and can be used to create playing controls;
   InitMp3ConfigDlg(): This function is the function to create configuration interface. After the window is created, InitMp3ConfigDlg() can be used to generate configuration interface;
   InitConfigDialogProc: This function is the function to set the window for configuration interface. By configuring the window procedure function, InitConfigDialogProc can configure and save network parameters.

Interface and display effects of the system are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6.

V. SPECIFIC APPLICATION OF THE MULTIMEDIA TEACHING SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL ACOUSTIC

In this study, aerobics with a total of 36 course hours was used as the experimental course. The experimental targets included students of an institute of physical education who were admitted in 2013-2015 in different majors. The classes of aerobics were taught by the same teacher responsible for teaching and research based on the use of the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects. Students participating in the experiment were from a total of 11 four classes majoring in social sports, sports training, sports health care and physical education. Notably, there was no significant difference between each class.

Figure 5. Interface of the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects

Figure 6. Application interface of the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects
A MULTIMEDIA TEACHING SYSTEM WITH SPECIAL ACOUSTIC EFFECTS IN THE COURSE OF AEROBICS

Students’ overall achievements in the course of aerobics of included result of the final exam (70%) and result of aerobics (30%). Questions in the final exam were designed by the Teaching and Research Department and corresponding answers were evaluated in accordance with the same standards. After evaluation of the final exam, the researchers conducted a review and entered students’ achievements into EXCEL tables. And then, in accordance with their major and grade, students were divided into different groups, with class as the unit. (See tables I and II)

From the tables above, it can be known that among the 11 classes of 4 majors, only the classes admitted in 2014 in the major of social sports did not have obvious teaching effect, standard deviation and variation coefficient of the average result and passing rate of were reduced at different magnitudes among all the surveyed classes admitted in 2013-2015 in sports training, sports health care and physical education. This result shows that the application of the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects in the course of aerobics plays a significant role in enhancing the effect. The reason why the classes admitted in 2014 in the major of social sports obtained an adverse effect may be closely related to the huge amount of social practice tasks for these classes. Students might put a lot of time in social practice, resulting in a significant slowdown in the teaching effect.

As suggested by the statistical data, the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects can effectively alleviate the problem of poor expression of audio equipment in the current physical education, and contribute to movement demonstration and innovative choreography of the aerobics course. The multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects could mobilize students’ emotion and attention from multiple angles, while arousing students’ interest in aerobics. The gap between students in achievement can be narrowed and the quality of teaching can be improved obviously due to the system.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the study found that the rational use of multimedia technology and effective equipment in aerobics teaching is quite helpful in teaching activities. The application of the multimedia teaching system with special acoustic effects in aerobics effectively cultivates students’ interest in the course and significantly improves the teaching quality. Giving full pay of the audio equipment with special acoustic effects is of great significance in creating a desired show atmosphere and producing a specific situation. Therefore, teachers should continue to explore new teaching models, have the courage to apply new technology and equipment to classroom practice, and thereby develop a more comprehensive multimedia teaching method which has obvious advantages when compared with the traditional teaching model.
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